I. INTRODUCTION II. TWO-PARTICLE MATRIX ELEMENTS
The matrix version of the Hartree-Fock selfconsistent-field calculation requires as input data certain coefficients1 which multiply the independent two-particle radial matrix elements. Thcsc coefficients are obtained by summing over spin and isotopic spin and performing angular integrations. If an LS coupling scheme is used, then these coefficients can be expressed in terms of Gaunt . coefficients, which are tabulated by Condon and S h~r t l e y .~ For t h e j coupling scheme these coefficients can be expressed as a linear combination of the coefficients obtained in LS coupling, but it becomes quite laborious to calculate them by hand calculation.
For lp shell nuclei most of the calculations are done in the intermediate couplir~g schen?e, and a complete set of eit,her LS o r j j basis functions is used. Since the nuclear Hamiltonian also includes noncentral forces, e.g., the tensor force, the only good quantum numbers are J, the total angular momentum quantum nimber, T, the parity, and T, the total isobaric spin quantum number. Therefore, if the states having a definite value of J, T, and Tare constructed by projecting them out from a determinant made up o f j coupled orbitals, then, because of the commutability of' the projection operator with the Hamiltonian, the configuration interaction matrix becomes easier to calculate.
An IBM 7090 FORTRAN program is made which calculates the coefficients needed for the input data in the self-consistent-field calculation and the estimation of correlation energy., The coefficients are calculated for various two-particle operators appearing in the nuclear Hamiltonian obtained by fitting the data on light n~c l e i .~ Appropriate changes have to be made for operators other than those used here.
Section I1 gives the formulas for the matrix elements of scalar and tensor potentials. The computer program is described in Section 111, and the sample output is shown in Section IV. A FORT& listing is given at the end. Let Q(1,2) be the central force operator; then the two-particle matrix element is given by where, lesser of I I, -1, I , I 1, -1, I < k < l~sser of (lO+1,),(lb +ld), k+la+lc = even, k+lb +ld = even, and the Fk's are the independent radial integrals. A 7090 program s~u c is available4 which calculates these integrals for a general two-nucleon potential.
C(msn,msc;msb,msd) is the spin matrix; it is given by C(msn,msc;msb,msd) = ( 4 m s a 4 m s b
where pPi" is the spin-dependent part of the operator Q(1,2). Ak(mso,mSc), Bk(msb,msd) are given by where C are the Gaunt coefficients.' They are expressed in terms of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as
T h e spin matrix C(msa,m8c;msb,ms,) is calculated for spin-independent, spin singlet 4 (1 -al. a,), and spin-triplet (3 +a,-a3 operators. These operators were used in the calculation of the ground statc properties a l~d lhe low-lying states of the light n~c l e i .~ The spin matrices for these operators are shown below: . 
P. PP.
These matrices are glven as explicit input at the outset of the computer program. In the two-particle matrix element given by (2), the isotopic spin factor has been left out. The matrix uf he isotopic spin operator can be easily calculated, and the isotopic-spin dependence can be included by multiplying the computer output by the appropriate factors. For the tensor operator V(r12)S12, the two-particle matrix is given by and Zkk' are the independent radial integrals. The spin matrix C(m8a,m8c;m8,,m8d) for the tensor uperator is given by
Ill. DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
The computer program calculates the coefficients which multiply the independent radial integrals in (2) and (6). For scalar potentials thc coefficients which multiply the independent radial integrals Fk(ac I db) are These coefficients are ca.lculated for spin-independent, spin-singlet, and spin-triplet operators. For any other central force operator which has a spin dependence of the form (a+ b a,. a,), a few minor changes have to be made to get these coefficiears. For the tensor operator the coefficients which multiply the independent radial integrals I k , k ' (ac I db) are
The FORTRAN program uses a subroutine called CLEB(X), which calculates the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. It requires thc arguments ul ClebschGordan ~:veficients in thc followilrg lulli~11:
As input data the program uses the values of la, ~1 = 2 ~2 = 4 VKIN= 1. lc, ld,ja,jb,jc,jd, ma, mb, m,, md, the number of @RBV(I) TAM(I)
values of k, the number of pairs (k,kf), the initial . value of k, and the values of the pairs (k,kf). The 2. 2.5 2.5 2.
2.5 -2.5 inp.ut data in the first 7 columns of the first card 1. are shown below:
1.5 .5 1.
1 
IV. SAMPLE NUMERICAL OUTPUT REFERENCES
As an example w: consider the two-particle matrix element where I," denotes t h e j couples function xirn obtained by vector coupling a spherical harmonic of order 1 with the elementary spin function. For scalar potentials there are 2 independent radial integrals PL, t;'" For the tensor puLe11lial thcre arc 4 independent radial integrals I1zl, Ill3, Z3.1, P , 3 . The input data are shown below: S M T E ( 3 r 3 ) = 1 . 6 3 2 9 9 3 1 6 S M T E ( 3 , 4 ) = . 8 1 6 4 9 6 5 8 , .
FORTRAN LISTING C C B E F F I C I E N T S F 0 R M A T R I X E L E M E N T S I N J-J C B U P L I N G D I M E N S I B N X ( 6 ) * B R B V ( 4 ) * T A M ( 4 ) * T A M M ( 4 )~V K T E l ( l O ) * V K T E 2 ( l O )~S M I ( 4 * 4 ) l r S M S ( 4 p 4 ) * S M T R ( 4 r 4 ) ( S M T E (
S M T E ( 4 r 1 ) = -. 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 S M T E ( 4 . 2 I=-, 81649658 S M T E ( 4 , 3 ) = . 8 1 6 4 9 6 5 8 S M T E ( 4 , 4 ) = . 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 C B N S l ( 1 ) = . 5 C @ N S 1 ( 2 ) = . 
